Ford approved by Senate
From the Associated Press
WASHINGTON The U.S. Senate yesterday overwhelmingly approved
the nomination of Rep. Gerald Ford, R -Mich., as vice-president of the U.S.
The vote was 92-3.
Ford’s nomination must now be approved by the House which is conducting hearings into the nomination.
Final action is expected next week and will complete the process required
by the 25th Amendment to make Ford the 40th vice-president of the United
States.
Ford, who is House Minority Leader, was named by President Nixon to
succeed Spiro Agnew, who resigned. Ford was first elected to the House in
1948 and has served as minority leader since 1965. Ford is the first man to be
appointed to the second highest office in the nation.

Student presidents
oppose fee hike
By Carol Tognetti
SAN DIEGO A recommendation by personnel on individual campuses,"
the State University and Colleges Leonardi said.
Board of Trustees to raise the Material
CSUCSPA went on record opposing the
and Services fee $26 per year was fee hike at the suggestion of Tim
rejected last weekend by the student Dayonot, A.S. president at San Franpresidents association ( CSUCSPA
cisco State University, and included a
meeting at San Diego State University. statement of intent summarizing
Thirteen of the 18 student body various reasons for their opposition,
presidents from 19 state colleges and which he is still working on. Later, the
universities attended the Sunday and organization set up a meeting to be held
Monday meeting and refused to give in December to discuss collective
their support to the proposed fee hike bargaining for professors and students’
that is alledgedly needed to clear up the role in it.
system’s $10 million debt.
effect collective bargaining, "a form of
The increased fee, which would raise unionization," would have on students.
the fee from $118 to $144 for students
"Teachers want more say as to how
with 12 or more units, is being discussed their lives are run on campus. Now the
at the regular meeting of the Board of trustees have the final say," Leonardi
Trustees yesterday and today.
said.
A.S. President Rudi Leonardi said the
"If bargaining is instituted between
presidents wanted to be consulted about faculty and administrators, I’m afraid
other means to raise the money.
students may just become a ping-pong
"We are aware of the fact that there ball. I’m not sure what side they will
is a debt. We feel we’d like to be con- fall on, but probably faculty," Leonardi
sulted about other avenues to remedy said.
the situation, especially possibilities to
The bargaining process includes
seek other alternatives to make up the faculty work loads, salaries, office
defecit," Leonardi said.
space, availability of the professors,
That could involve a better handling and strikes.
of existing facilities, resources and
See back page

Prof. Fallico
is recipient
of rare honor
Dr. Arturo Fallico, professor of
philosophy, has been elected to L’Accademia Consentina of Cosenza, Italy.
The society is a prestigious Italian
scholarly academy, and only one other
American has ever been elected to the
society’s ranks.

Dr. Fallico
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From $83 to $96 per semester

Trustees may approve fee hike
By Peggy Rudnick’
1,0S ANGELES One of the largest increases in
the state university and colleges’ material and
service fees was approved by the Board of Trustees
Finance Committee yesterday over student protest.
The proposal, which would increase the present
material and service fee for fulltime students from
$118 per year to 8144 per year, goes before the full
board at today’s 1:30 p.m. meeting.
The increased fee, which covers student services
such as housing, health care, financial aid and
placement centers, would to into effect for the fall,
1974 term.
If approved, the proposal will raise a fulltime
student’s semester fee at SJSU from $83 to $96.
Presently, $59 of the $83 fee goes for materials and
services. The increase would earmark $72 of the
new $96 fee for materials and services.
According to the Finance Committee report, the
proposed increase is designed to alleviate a
projected $8 million budget deficit for 1974-75 and
represents a 118 per cent increase in M & S fees over
a 14-year period.
John Holley, A.S. president at California
Polytechnic University, San Luis Obispo, said the
California State University and Colleges student
Presidents Association opposes the increase on the
grounds that students did not have input into the
proposal.
Holley also said the student presidents oppose the
increase because it will force students to pay for the

In other action, SJSU’s proposed 19-story library
building took its first step toward compeltion with
unanimous approval of schematic plans by the
trustees’ Campus Planning Building and Grounds
Committee.
The $15 million structure, delayed since 1967
because of legislative budget troubles, is expected
to be approved by the full board today.
The proposed building will provide 200 faculty
offices in addition to the regular library facilities,
and, if approved, would become the tallest building
on campus and in San Jose.
The imposing concrete and reflective glass
structure is designed to become the "central focus
of campus" and "enhance the urban campus
concept" of SJSU, according to project architect
Aaron G. Green.
The library, to be located near the Home
Economics Building, has a projected completion
date of December, 1976 and, according to Dr.
Burton R. Brazil, SJSU executive vice president,
construction is scheduled to begin in July, 1974.

The trustees’ Educational Policy Committee also
recommended suspension of a two-year-old policy
designed to "balance" outside speakers on campus.
The policy, which requires universities to report
the biographical background, amount of fees, and
subject matter of guest speakers paid more than
$100 from student body funds, was initiated by the
board in 1971.
The original policy rose out of trustee compalints
that most of the student-invited speakers held leftof -center political views.
Black militant Stokely Carmichael, who was paid
$4,500 in a single day for speeches on three campuses; Angela Davis, who spoke on the Fullerton
campus; and a speech by a spokesman for the
Socialist Worker Party at SJSU, were those
specifically criticized.
In yesterday’s recommendation, the committee
asked for suspension of the earlier requirement for
one year and also called for university presidents to
"publish and distribute widely on campus a report
on expenditures for student programs including
invited speakers who appear on campus."
The committee recommended the publication be
done in campus newspapers.
Dr. Alex Sheriffs, vice chancellor of academic
affairs, said the old practice "gave a distorted
picture" of the range of campus speakers because it
required a report only on those paid more than $100
while those who were not went unreported.

Goal of 90 per cent participation sought

Registration dry-run scheduled for next week
By Mark Whitefield
A 90 per cent student participation in
the dry -run computer registration
process next week is desired by the
SJSU administration.
According to Clyde Brewer, director
of admissions and records at SJSU, the
90 per cent figure may be optimistic
but, "If a good cross section of students
don’t fill out and return the necessary
forms, computer registration, now
scheduled for the fall semester, will
have to be postponed."
"We will not begin actual computer
registration if we find out it’s not going
to work," Brewer said.
Although participation in the current
mock registration process is not

Dr. Fallico was elected to a lifetime
membership and received a diploma
for the honor.

Inside the Daily

Teaching at SJSU since 1948, Dr.
Fallico was named Professor of the
Year here in 1968. He received a Ford
Foundation fellowship in 1955, and
serves as an American consultant with
the Italian Ministry of Education and a
board member of the Library of Living
Philosophers.

A Black person seeking counseling help inevitably encounters a problem if he
visits a White psychologist or psychiatrist. The White clinician’s ignorance of the
Black experience is a deficiency which prevents him from offering any assistance
to the patient, Kenneth Wesson contends. The first of his four-part series begins on
page 2.

L’Accademia
Consentina
was
founded in 1537 in Cosentina, Italy. It is
the longest continuously operating
academy in Western history.

system’s deficit spending.
The proposed increase in fees per year is as
follows:
proposed
present
No. of units
$144
12 or more
$118
$126
8-11.9
$98
$114
4-7.9
$88
$102
less than 4
$78

Shirley Temple’s ballet teacher is 64-years-old and instructs students in Santa
Cruz. Peggy Rudnicki has the story on page 3.
Focus on Media has given up its attempt to provide alternative communications systems and has turned to other endeavors. Linda Malligo has details
on page 3.

San Jose consumers are changing their car-buying habits. From big to small.
The other American named to the Susan Hathaway has details on page 6.
society, was Joseph Fucilla, professor
The American Press gained three things from Watergate, according to
of Spanish and Italian literature at Washington Post Editor Ben Bradlee. Nancy Baker has the story on page 6.
Northwestern University.

One formthe Demand Survey Form plan, he will return his fees by a
mandatory, Brewer said he is confident
will provide students with space to specified time. If the computer’s
of student support.
"Some departments may open more select as many as nine classes and one listings are unacceptable, he will not
class sections if the demand is shown alternate course. On the other form
return his fees and will go through the
through this experiment. That should the Reserve Time Form students will arena type registration now in practice.
provide some inducement for student indicate the specific hours during which
"There are some students, parhe is unavailable for classes.
cooperation," he said.
ticularly those who do not follow their
The forms will be processed by the department; specified plan, for whom
Students participating in this mock
registration will pick up forms during computer, but students will not be told computer registration will never prove
the week of Dec. 3-7. According to the results of their individual practical," Brewer said.
Brewer, they can be filled out in 10 registration. However, the overall
Brewer said by participating in the
minutes. After they are completed with results will be tallied and released so mock registration, students now have
the aid of department advisors and the success of the experiment can be the chance to change the system most
class schedules, they will be handed in measured.
of them seem to loathe.
at the registrar’s office before Dec. 18.
If Computer Assisted Registration
"I think everybody: students, faculty
However, everyone will still go through (C.A.R. becomes a reality next fall, and administrators would like to see
the usual arena-type registration in computer results will be mailed back to our current registration process
February.
the student. If he accepts the computer altered," he commented.

Major oil companies ordered to
supply fuel needs for Pentagon
panies the legal authority to break
contracts for deliveries to their civilian
customers.
The biggest levy went to Shell Oil Co.
which must provide 108.1 million
gallons. The U.S. Interior Department
will decide how much each company
will provide. The needed fuel is to be
turned over to the government by Jan.
16, 1974. The total amount of gasoline
required is 825.9 million gallons.
The order climaxes a long struggle by
the Pentagon to get enough oil to fill its
needs. Oil companies have stopped

From the Associated Press
WASHINGTON -- The federal
government has ordered 22 major oil
companies to supply hundreds of
millions of gallons of fuel to the Defense
Department which otherwise would
have gone for civilian use.
The order came under provisions of
the Defense Production Act, which was
passed in 1950, and is the first time the
law has been invoked to secure oil for
the military.
By invoking the Production Act, the
Defense Department gives oil com-

submitting bids to supply the military
and the Pentagon has been forced to cut
down on its use of gas. Training flights
have been cut back, ships were ordered
to reduced steaming time, and some
top-level officers have been forced to
ride around in smaller chauffeurdriven cars.
Already, oil tankers have begun
supplying the 60 ships of the U.S. Sixth
Fleet in the Mediterranean Sea with
American oil. Normally these ships are
fueled by Arab nations,

SJSU Iranian student gives views

Student says ’advertising about America tells lies’
By Debbie Tennison
Editor’s note: This is the first ins series of articles
on SJSU foreign students. The university has some
700 such students this semester, representing about
60 countries. Most come from Iran and Hong Kong).
"Advertisers in America and Iran are giving
people of both countries many false impressions."
So claimed Massoud Tehrani, SJSU Iranian
foreign student, in a recent interview. And he added, "Advertising about America tells lies.
"Iranians are shown that American life is very
beautiful and perfect. But it’s completely different
from how they advertise."
The 23-year-old junior industrial design major
came to the United States three years ago after
hearing advertisements claiming, "Everyone is
rich and life is very comfortable. Americans are in
very good shape."
However, Tehrani said he was not completely
influenced by the false advertising since his sister
came here first and warned him of reality.
He pointed out that Americans have many
misconceptions which are projected about Iran and
the rest of the world by advertisers here.
One misconception he noted was that Americans
think Iran is an Arabic country, when in fact, he
said it is Persian, -since it has different customs
and culture."
American media advertising, according to
Tehrani, exploits people in the United States. He
added, "Advertising about sex is too much."
Tehrani said Americans are misinformed about
the war in the Middle East. He explained, "They
take Israel’s side in the conflict without knowing

who is right, since the U.S. government is supporting Israel.
"Some Americans are really prejudiced about
it," he claimed.
Tehrani critized the American system for
"taking petroleum from Iran and exploiting Iran by
selling it for more in the United States."
Also Americans are misinformed about their own
government, he claimed, referring to Agnew’s
resignation. "They are misled to believe Agnew is
not cheating the government."
Another misconception, Tehrani explained, involves the downing of an Arab passenger airliner by
Israeli jets:
"The United States termed the Munich Olympics
killing the most tragic, but when 130 Arabs were
killed by Israel out of revenge, Americans didn’t
say that was wrong."
While he said many Iranian students are drawn to
the United States by misleading advertising, most
come to receive the education they are denied in
Iran.
In Tehrani’s country, 100,000 students take exams
for Iranian colleges each year and only 10,000 are
accepted. The other 90,000 either go into the armed
and civil services, or come to America or England
to attend school, or are unemployed.
After receiving their degrees here, Tehrani said
many can easily find jobs upon returning to Iran
"because of good advert:sing about American
education."
This is Tehrani’s first semester at SJSU, since he
attended California’s Yuba College last year and
spent the previous year in Illinois and Alabama.
While in Alabama, he said he noticed extreme
racism. Commenting that Americans treat

minorities like foreigners, he said, "I used to hear
about racism in Iran, but when I came here I experienced a prejudice. We have religious problems
in Iran but not racism."
Although he said he can get a better education
here than in his homeland, Tehrani added that it is
still hard "since it’s not my language and because of
high tuition."
Complaining about the $1,300-a -year foreign
tuition charged to SJSU foreign students, Tehrani
said, "It’s been raised 500 per cent to kick out those
poor foreign students.
"Raising tuition every year makes many foreign
students quit or take less units so it takes them
longer to graduate."
While life is an economic hardship for Iranians
attending school here, life is even harder for those
remaining in Iran, according to Tehrani.
Tehrani said 80 per cent of his people are
uneducated, 60 per cent of the families live in oneroom dwellings and most people are very poor
farmers.
Stating that most go hungry much of the time, he
said, "Some farmers eat cough medicine with dried
bread for their one meal a day and don’t know what
they will get the day after."
Freedom of speech and the press are unknown in
Iran, and books of Mao and Marx are banned there.
According to Tehrani, people who are caught
reading such books are whipped or sent to prison.
Women in Iran are exploited, he stated, with
many Moslem men having four legal wives and as
many illegal ones as they want.
To help the people of his homeland, he said he
would like to return to Iran after receiving his
masters degree and teach.

Iranian student Massoud Tehrani
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Halt billboard pollution
Visual pollution is definitely visible in San Jose and
billboards are some of the worst offenders.
The Spartan Daily echoes the anti-billboard warnings that James Beall, San Jose city-appointed youth
conunissioner, will bring to the San Jose Planning
Commission today.
Beall, an SJSU student who has bluntly, but rightly
labeled billboards and subdivision signs "ugly," will
inform commissioners of the amendments he will
propose once a new city wide zoning ordinance is
approved.
Basically, Beall will demand tougher regulations on
the placement, size, and frequency of the signs in San
Jose.
The new ordinance’s sign regulations would be
somewhat more stringent than the old laws but still
not restrictive enough.
For while billboards would be restricted in all
residential areas, they would still be legal in those
commercial zones directly adjacent to residential
areas.
And although conditional use permits would be in
effect for most areas, making mandatory open
planning commission hearings to discuss the pros and

cons of each proposed billboard, heavy commercial
zones would be exempt from the rule.
Beall has admitted his proposals are only compromises, because fundamentally he is opposed to all
billboards.
Beall is a realist and knows the San Jose Chamber of
Commerce, the advertising industry, and other local
special interest groups will exert a powerful influence
on any city actions on the issue.
It would be enlightening to Beall and other policical
cynics if San Jose went above these partisan interests
and placed a mandatory ban on billboards and subdivision signs.
This happened recently in San Diego, where the city
ordered the industry to take down all signs within 90
days.
Sunnyvale and Los Gatos are two Santa Clara
County cities which have successfully ordered this
ban.
Tom Hoxie of the Chamber of Commerce has
predicted billboards will someday be prohibited
because there will not be room for any more.
How tragic if San Jose does not remedy the sign
syndrome before this future horror scene becomes
reality.
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New styles in year of Watergate

Letters to the Editor
Three Cheer!:
Editor:
Hats off to Darryl Rogers and the
rest of the Spartan football
coaching staff for bringing San
Jose State its first winning season
since 1961.
Rogers and his assistants did a
remarkable job in their first year
at the helm. They built a team with
character and instilled a winning
spirit into the Spartan football
program.
Anyone who has suffered ...and I
do mean suffered...through the
past twelve years of San Jose State
football knows that the Spartans
have rolled over and played dead
when confronted with big-time
opponents like Arizona State. Cal
and Stanford. But this year. ..thank
God. it was a different story.
Rogers has brought respectability to the Spartan football
program and for that he should be
highly commended. He has
provided Spartan football fans with
two elements that were almost non-

existent in the past twelve
years.. winning and excitement.
In the past, people around here
could always say, "Winning isn’t
everthing." But now they know
"Wining isn’t everything...but it
sure beats whatever’s second
best."
Ken Alongi
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Editor:
We have received calls at our
Planned Parenthood offices asking
if we are really doing a telephone
survey on the sexual habits of our
fellow citizens. We most definitely
are not.
Evidently, pranksters are calling
people asking them intimate
questions and using the name of
our agency.
We feel it our responsibility to let
others in the community know that
such calls are fraudulent.
Mary Ellen Hesse!
Executive Director
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Now that the 1973-74 cars have
been unveiled by Detroit, let’s
glance at some of the new styles
and models that "Smoke City" has
fashioned for our eager minds and
pocketbooks this year:
The Nolo Contendere - This
1
model isn’t too long on looks but is
great on performance. If it runs out
of gas, it will not stop; if the battery goes dead, it will not quit; and
if it gets caught in an accident, it
cannot be cited for fault. It does,
however, sputter, when you start
looking under the hood.
1,* The Watergate Eight - The
engine has only eight moving
parts, but is difficult to fix because
of all all the invisible parts. Still
, has some bugs.
The RMN ’Imperius Rex’ - This
particular make was re-introduced
in 1968 after public rejection in the
early ’60’s. It will run, regardless
of the gas shortage; and continue
to function despite a cracked block.
The styling is conservative, but it

honor. It has been restyled since
the early ’60s so has fewer parts to
kick around. It’s hard to turn over,
and comes equipped with a ’deck’,
but no tapes.
The Bunzello - The owner’s
manual is filled with rhetoric, and
the buyer protection plan is
questionable. It states that even if
a repair is in warranty, the shop
can decide whether or not it wants
to fix it-depending on how it feels
about the situation. After all, the
manual states, there are times
when the shop can’t always accommodate conscience when it
conflicts with policy.
The Sirica Speedster - Comes
with tapes and ’deck’, but no
power. Performance is termed "as
sound as the Constitution" - poor.
Production end keeps getting the
shaft from the Imperius Rex
engineers.
The Mitford Miler - Designed in
the American Way. This model.
because of styling, has trouble with

payments, but not publicity. The
paint job comes complete with
fingerprints, and the warranty is
void unless you sign a loyalty oath
to buy only Mitford’s for the rest of
your life.
The Kissinger Klassic - It comes
with a girl in the back seat as
standard equipment, and the
owner’s manual states that the
shop will negotiate any repair you
want no matter how long it takes.
Would succeed the Imperius Rex
as the nation’s No. 1 car but is held
back because of its foreign styling.
Won the Mobil Fleece Prize for
using the most amount of gas with
the least results.
If all this boggles the mind, as
well as your pocketbook, there’s
always a Ford. There’s one
problem though, it only comes in
one color true blue.
At least there’s the rumor that
the Imperius Rex will soon be
replaced by a superior model - the
Edsel.

"Black culture judged by White standards"
At the conclusion of his first
semester of teaching psychology, a
Black psychologist had one of his
students approach him following a
class session. She had been born
and reared in Germany and only
recently immigrated to the United
States. The professor was caught
totally unaware when the student
asked. "Professor, what’s a ’dude’
and a ’cat’?"
The psychologist had often
referred to men as "cats" and
-dudes," but had assumed that all
of his students understood what
such terms meant or at least understood them by this late point in
the semester. However, this apparently was not the case.
Not only was this understanding
not the case in his particular
that is. the Black
situation
psychologist, attempting to be
understood by a White but there
is seldom a great deal of understanding involved in the ease of
the White psychologist or
psychiatrist ( or sociologist) interacting with a Black.
It must be added here, through,
that occasionally there are Whites
who do have some degree of
knowledge concerning the life and
culture of the Black man. This
latter case is one that is highlighted
by an immense desire for a personal exposure to Black culture
expressed on the part of the White
clinician, but it is a case rarely
seen.
As it presently stands, opportunities for Blacks to understand the White man’s meaning
of life and what its values are, in
relation to what has come to be
known as the -White" world, are
abundant. Yet, the reverse is
certainly not true.

As one of the results of racism,
America has developed at least two
primary, separate cultures one
Black and one White. The origins of
the cultures are not at all the
same; thus, there should expectedly be a tremendous difference in behavior and values
between the two. The White
American has remained adamant
about the Black man’s "need" to
be like the White. There are also
other obvious differences that the
White simultaneously and selectively refuses to recognize ( or only
when he benefits).
The result has been the cultural
relativistic position taken by
Whites as they attempt to use the
Anglo-American standards as tools
for comparison, judgment, and
measurement of the Black man
and his society. With the apparent
differences in mind, it is totally
inappropriate for the White to
The
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judge and evaluate the Black using
these this own) White standards.
The approach of the White social
scientist has been to deal illogically
%OD) Black problems by his use of
White instruments and standards.
An assumption made here is that
Black behavior is no different from
White behavior, which certainly is
not true. In the Black milieu, Black
behavior almost invariably takes
its shape within a black environment or ghetto. The personal
values and life styles of the AfroAmerican have developed in a

world greatly different from that
which is experier .!ed by the
American White. Back youths
have been showr to perceive this
world as a hostile and unfriendly
place, but this is merely a case of
accurate Black perception of the
environment within which the
Black man lives.

Whites indeed are different.
We hesitate to accept this as
merely being a humanitarian
position, but more of a simple
expression stemming from an
extreme degree of ignorance and
naiveity, which when pointed out
causes the White liberal to become
shaken and disgruntled; and he in

are subtly prejudiced and racist, or
occasionally some make no hint of
an attempt to even disguise their
racism (Jensen and Shockley
types). They approach any study
that deals with Blacks with, first,
the notion that the Black man
inherently has several negative
or
and
abnormal aspects
characteristics, and secondly, with
the arrogant assumption that the
White majority always expresses
behavior that should be indicative
of what we should accept as
exemplifying that which will be
referred to as "normal."
SJtit. Lecturer
These racists now to be known
as "conservatives" or "strict
of Black Studies
constructionists" -- with their
selective perceptions, conveniently
do not even notice that most Whites
First of four vim.
severe
suffer from
many
psychological problems that
Whites themselves are unaware of.
A White psychologist concluded turn shows himself as being more When Whites assume there is a
that this was indicative of low self White than liberal.
esteem in Blacks rather than the
White
The
individual
faultless perception that it actually psychiatrist, psychologist or " tivicrica 11111 iitI eloped
must have been. This is simply an counselor cannot be held totally
ti
example of the serious problem responsible for his position because
culture.
.epariiic
that the White "scientist" poses to he, too, is partially an innocuous
accurate analysis, to social victim caught up in the racist
and one A hut’.
science, and to the Black structure. His clinical training
American.
deals with no reasonable ap- problem, they eventually wind up
The White assumption has taken proaches or meaningful solutions discovering one, or at worst
the view that Blacks are merely that will help him effectively deal through their interpretation
White men with Black kins with a Black patient.
desperately inventing one.
I which. incidentally, has provoked,
Sociological and psychological
They are so convinced, for
some Blacks to even believe in this studies dealing with Blacks do not example, that Blacks do not enjoy
ficticious notion).
help to train White clinicians, they being Black, they have conand
hypothesized
Sincere, honest, and well- only help to further prejudice tinuously
meaning Whites ( so-called helpful them. In their training and studies, "proven" inferiority complexes to
and "liberal") perhaps don’t want the aspiring clinician learns only exist in the Black American. This
to appear as racist, and attempt to about Blacks from White studies in idea has apparently been a
think of all men as equal and White-oriented courses, at White projection on their part and a
identical. In doing so, they institutions.
testimony that Whites could not
somehow overlook an unavoidable
A great deal of the time, pr- possibly survive what they have
truth, which is that Blacks and ofessors and other staff members forced the Black man to survive.

Kenneth A. Wesson

without developing some serious
and adverse psychological consequences.
However, it has lately been
shown ( in recent studies ) that the
Black has a higher degree of self
esteem, than does his White
counterpart. Only recently has this
type of conclusion been drawn
from experimental data.
Previously when Blacks would
show themselves to be higher in
measures of self esteem than
Whites, this data was ignored and
considered inaccurate because it
was said that Blacks could not have
realistically
been
possibly
evaluating themselves, their lives,
and their positions in the society.
Yet, the White sociologist and
psychologist would never think of
questioning responses of White
subjects when they express self
evaluations higher than Black
subjects.
Blacks with higher self esteem
make for questionable data, but the
high White self esteem must be
accurate, solely by the fact that it
exceeds the Black evaluation. If
the
self-evaluations
and
aspirations of the Blacks do not
show what the White social
"scientists" expect, the Black is
claimed to have responded inaccurately or said to be expressing
unrealistic aspirations.
These "pseudo-scientists," as
they should be referred to, refuse
to take note of the fact that most
people
express
unrealistic
aspirations and self evaluations
when questioned or tested. Theirs
can be described, even optimistically. as nothing more than
racist and unscientific approaches
and evaluations of the AfroAmerican.
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She taught the blonde ’moppet’

Grey-haired dancer rivals
students in dance school;
reminisces vaudeville days

Agile Jo Reid stretches high for students

Peggy Rodnickl

Village of Arts-’alternative think tank’
By Kathy Rebello
"What do you do once you
have realized that the social,
political and economic
situation here is all screwedup?" probed Larry Parker of
the Village of Arts and Ideas,
speaking in the New College
lecture series, "New Ways to
Work -Simple
Living,"
yesterday.
His solution? Join his
"alternative think tank."
Become an advocate of
"uptopian
communities,"
form a "counterculture" and
"enjoy an atmosphere where
the climate is condusive to
freeplay and movement."

Maslow topic
of book talk
"Further Reaches of
Nature,"
by
Human
Abraham Maslow, will be
the subject of today’s
Faculty Book Talk by Dr.
Harold Hodges, of the
Sociology Department, at
12:30 in Room A of the
Spartan Cafeteria.
Maslow’s book covers the
Third Force Movement, a
revolutionary approach to
comprehending human
potentiality.

Parker was joined by
another member of the
Village of Arts and Ideas,
Ralph Steiner, who also
impressed
upon
those
present that this was the best
way to eliminate "sixism,
racism and imperialism."
Unfortunately, "the best
way" was never clearly
defined in the lecture but
was lost in vague allusions to
"restructuring life that is
feasible for each person"
based on the concept of a
"World Village".
promoting
"I’m
not
specific goals," explained
Parker. "All we know is that
we want to eliminate sexism,
and racism, and create more
open relationships and interactions."
a
living
"It’s like
laboratory," Steiner added.
"We are the vehicles for
ideas and areas of understanding. The spin-offs
we should get from our way
of life should create a model
for restructuring communities."
The
alleged
living
laboratory is the Village of
Arts and Ideas. Located at
1545 Dwight Way, Berkeley,
it is a large white home that
houses a dozen "utopians"
bent-on living a "decentralized life."

$500 REWARD
A poo.00 reward is offered for explicit information for the recovery of photographic
equipment (predominately LEICA ) removed
from thelndividual Studies Laboratory Room 216
D (adjacent to 216) Please Contact:
Campus Security
A.J. Mac Donald

277-3511
277-3446

By Peggy Rudnick’
It’s hard to believe the
small, lithe figure in
leotards is 64-years-old.
With an agility rivaling
some of the 20-year-olds in
her dance school near
Santa Cruz, Jo Reidcan still
dance with a grace and
ease reminiscent of her
early vaudeville days.
Grey hair caught back in
a tousled knot, Reid snaps
through old tap and ballet
routines with bounce and
seemingly endless energy.
Reid, who traveled the
old vaudeville circuit,
danced in the early
Hollywood movies and
taught Shirley Temple, can
recall vaudeville and
Broadway with vivid
clarity.
Broadway was still a
world full of lights, entertainment and instant
success when Reid came
there in 1927.
Despite her mother’s
warning that she was "too
fat, too old and too stiff to
begin dancing at 18," Reid
arrived in New York with

San Jose City Councilman
Al Garza will be at today’s
AS. Council meeting to meet
informally with A.S. council
members and "find out
what’s on their minds,"
according to Rick Marks,
AS. vice president.
Also on the agenda is a
request by A.S. Treasurer
David Pacheco for a
discussion of A.S. finances.
The meeting, which is open
to the public, begins at 3 p.m.
in the council chambers,
second level of the Student
Union.

LET’S FIGURE IT TOGETHER
FOR OVER SEVEN YEARS WE HAVE WORKED
WITH THE AUTO INSURANCE INDUSTRY TO
ATTEMPT TO BRING TO THE COLLEGE STUDENT
BETTER COVERAGE AT REASONABLE RATES. WE
CAN SHOW YOU HOW TO MINIMIZE YOUR OWN
INSURANCE BILL TO SUIT YOUR INDIVIDUAL
SITUATION. COME IN OR CALL TODAY FOR A
PERSONAL QUOTATION ON YOUR MOTORCYCLE
OR CAR.

Sparta guide
WEDNF-SDAV
BOOK TA1.K with Harold Hodgea
Sociology Department, on -Furth<
Reaches of Human Nature- in Caleteri.1 A
et 11 30 p to
11101.41611 SF.MINAR with IN Alvin J
clerk. U C Berkeley at I 10p m I,, III IS
CO-RFAC will show old time filma including W C FNIds, Charlie Chaplin, etc at
7 30 pin in the 511 Ballroom Free admusion.
ELTING Th’s mat at 1 Spin in ,AB 114
AUDUBON FILM: "High Canny" w111
a shown In Morris Dailey Auditorium at I
p m Admiasion 11 students. 11 10 general
THURSDAY
BLACK FILM FESTIVAL presents
JC 141 at 7 30p vi
..Sanders of the River"
Admission 11 75 cents
SEMINAR on the effects 04 the Ryan Act
and teacher credentialing requirements,
with Marione Broil teacher preparation
consultant. at 3 pm VI the S U thnunhuni
Room
HOME FADNOMICS SEMINAR at 4 70
p m In HE 5
SKI (TU31114,4.1 all 10 pm In the SO
Umuntium Room
SAILDIG CLUB meets xi? Xi. IA. Sri
Almaden Room

According to Jeff Brown,
one of the remaining
members of Focus on Media,
the group stopped these
activities after realizing it
was misdirecting its efforts.
"We found we could not
compete with the established
media,"
Brown
said.
"Americans are used to
having multi-message units
flashed at them, and there is
no way to counter that kind
of conditioning."
Brown said Focus on
Media’s efforts had been
misdirected because in order
for media systems to
change, the whole political
and economic systems in the
U.S. must be changed first.
The remaining members
of the group still retain their
name, Focus on Media, but
the focus of their activities
has changed.
"Our activity has been
re-centered on one thing,
that is to achieve economic
stability for our members,"
Brown said.
Focus on Media’s current
economic endeavor is a
janitors’ cooperative which
offers an attractive alternative to the usual employeremployee arrangements.
The cooperative is owned
and operated by five Focus
on Media members and so
far they have four accounts
in the area. The janitors earn
$7.50 per hour.
Brown said the group has
found "The only way to
really affect people is in
their pocketbooks" and the
alternative
economic
program of Focus on Media
would work toward doing
that.

IMPROVE YOUR WORK,
NEATNESS IS IMPORTANT
Hunter’s 0441ce Equiprognt
SPECIAL STUDENT
RATES
RENTALS

for

CS’S/
,,Lawr

428049_8S68.

Third St.

shades of blue," she said.
"Costumes were such an
important part of the show,
we had three dressers to
take care of them."
Reid eventually took
over the part full time and
went on the vaudeville
circuit with the troupe.
Billed "16 Albertina Rasch
Girls," Reid’s group did
what was then an innovative chorus-line ballet
routine.
Reid laughed when she
remembered the "dancing" dogs act that
preceded hers.
"The audience would
roar
with
laughter
at’Hector and his Pals’
when they came prancing
across stage in frilly tu-tus.
It was kind of hard to follow
something like that," she
said, laughing.
The range of vaudeville
acts was varied, Reid said,
and 65 cents bought an
evening of entertainment
that included five acts of
vaudeville, a newsreel,
comedy routine and a main
feature.
"Entertainment, then,
provided more of an
emotional release," Reid
commented.
"The
vaudeville shows were a
place to laugh and let off
steam. People left feeling
really good."
But with the advent of
sound motion pictures,
vaudeville became a
declining medium and so
Reid moved with Albertina
Rasch to Hollywood and
movies.
There, Reid became

involved in several of
Hollywood’s
earliest
musicals.
One of her first jobs
required Reid and 35 other
ballet dancers to dance on
a four -foot -wide "violin
bow" suspended 12 feet
above the ground.
Reid remembered how
one of the girls next to her
fainted from the heat of the
lights and Reid tried to hold
her up without losing a
step.
"The cameras were
rolling and I didn’t want to
drop her, but I couldn’t
keep going and fell off my
toes.
"Albertina got so mad,
she picked up a hammer
and threw it at me."
Reid quit, only to find she
had been blacklisted.
"For a long time I
couldn’t get a job from
Central
Casting
or
anywhere," she said. "I
was really discouraged."
But when she was almost
ready to give up and go
home, she got a letter from
her mother offering a
solution.
"I just went back to
Central
Casting
and
registered under a new
name."
Reid laughed when she
remembered how she had
forgotten to think up a new
name before she got the
registering office and could
only stammer "Patsy Joy"
when asked her name.
.’But I started getting
jobs again," she said.
Movies and Hollywood
began gathering strength

as the new entertainment
form and Reid appeared in
a number of motion pictures before going to work
for the "Famous Meglin
Kiddies
Studios"
in
Hollywood.
It was here Reid taught
dance and personality to
Shirley Temple, Jane
Wither (Josephine the
Plumber) and the "Our
Gang" kids.
Reid remembered the
winsome Temple as being
exceptionally talented at
taking directions. Although
Temple was only two years
old when Reid began
teaching her, Reid said
"she could time-step like a
veteran before she was two
and a half."
Later, Reid directed
Temple in "La Belle
Diparina," one of her
earlier movies.
Growing
tired
of
Hollywood, Reid opened a
dance

SALES
SERVICE

Used Typewriters $25 and LIfi
71 E. San Fernando- One block from Campus
8:30-5:00 M-F, Open Saturdays, Phone 294-2091

He said through the
cooperative, members would
be able to earn a living and
have time to get involved in
political activities.
Brown said his group plans
to expand their cooperative
base to have a cooperatively
owned community. He said
Focus on Media would
eventually buy out other
Janitorial services and turn
the workers into owners.
The group also is working
on cooperative methane gas
stations and food stores.
According to Brown, the
food store would serve two
purposes. Focus on Media
would be able to give
discount prices to members
of the cooperative and also
be able to provide jobs.
The group is also looking
establishing
a
into
cooperative for medical and
members
dental care for
who are not able to pay these
costs but are also not eligible
for welfare or medicare.

organization’s headquarters
and a home for some of the
members.
The remaining members
of the group now work out of
an office at 235 N. First St.
which they share on occasion
with a Chicano film service
and Sedition, the local
radical newspaper.
Although Focus on Media
no longer is working in
technical aspects of communications the members
are helping interested
persons to find other classes
and workshops in the area.

Brown said the change in
Focus on Media’s attention
came after the group met
after summer vacation this
year.
Last year, Focus on Media
worked out of a house on 13th
Street which served as the

THE
CHRISTMAS
OF

’73

Imagine a beautiful well size Natural Outdoor Portrait. The colors
are rich and the feeling is real it is a work of art. And it is well
worth the 5136.00 it normally
costs.
But for a limited time,
Petersen & Bishop Photography
offers a special on this large 16"s
16- wall portrait. Now for only
$60.00 you can have an environ.
mental color portrait made of you
or your family. There are no additional costs. Capture the Christmas of ’73 like never before.
Appointments most be made be
December 10, 1973 for this unusual $76.00 savi

ets.7.szn & Bisizola
PHOTOGRAPHY
438 N. SANTA CRUZ AVENUE
354-2513
616_0__S GATOS

studio

in

San

Francisco until marriage
and children forced her to
quit.
But Reid couldn’t stay
away from dancing for long
and now is back among her
jumping and squirming
four-and five- year olds
doing what she’s happiest
doing.

Media group drops alternatives
in communication for localissues

By Linda Malligo
is
philosophy
Their
After only a year of
"change." But as to how and
in which direction is blurred operation in San Jose, Focus
with elusive references to on Media has given up its
"semi self-sufficient rural struggle to provide altercommunities interlocked natives to present comwith urban cultural en- munication systems in
America.
claves."
"If you look at a lot of
Some members of the
alternative groups they are
all tooling up," explained original group are involved
Steiner. "They are massing ’ in local activities, such as
land, trucks and materials. the Mercury-News boycott,
Many are going into but as a whole, Focus on
businesses to obtain some Media is no longer involved
sort of subsistent stability. with media issues.
"Once there are stable
bases, then people can
Focus on Media was
coagulate," he continued. formed last year by some
"They will have one foot in students from New College
the dominant culture and so and other members of the
become economically viable community interested in
eventually
and
filmmaking,
photography
autonomous."
and other forms of comBoth maintained this munication.
would lead to a network of
villages that would evenThe group offered free
tually link-up into a "world classes and workshops in
village."
cinematography and
photography. They also
offered a limited supply of
equipment for use by interested individuals.

Al Garza
at A.S.

all the money she had
rolled up in the waistband
of her skirt determined to
in
Broadway
dance
productions.
With no previous dance
experience, Reid enrolled
in one of New York’s best
schools
( Albertina
Rasch’s) and worked her
way into an advanced stage
of ballet in only three
months.
But even with Reid’s
ability, she said it was hard
to get a job.
"Dancers were a dime a
dozen," she said.
"When you went down to
apply for a show, all the
dancers would line up and
the producers would walk
down the line pointing ’you-and you-and you.’ I was
passed up four times and
was really discouraged,"
she said.
But with the kind of luck
characteristic of show
business success stories,
Reid got her break when
one of her friends in Paul
Whiteman’s "Rhapsody in
Blue" number got sick and
asked Reid to fill in for her.
Reid said she had never
trained for the number, but
had spent so much time
watching rehearsals and
day dreaming herself into
the part that she had no
trouble taking over the
position.
The routine had all the
elaborate
costuming
unique to the Broadway
shows, Reid remembered.
"We wore gorgeous
ostrich
feather
and
sequined costumes in three

,1
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Artist’s trip visualized

Black struggle
By Terry Brinkerhoff
William H. Johnson’s deep love and sympathy for Black
people is vividly displayed in his works presently showing,
through Dec. 13, in the Great Hall of the Oakland Museum.
One of the country’s most important artists, Johnson, a
painter and sculptor, came from a small village in South
Carolina where he experienced the hatred and
discrimination frequently found in the minds of White
America.
Freeing himself from this bondage, Johnson worked his
way through art school in New York and later traveled to
Scandinavia, Western Europe and North Africa.
Recognized for his intense portraits of Black America,
Johnson weaves composites of his race’s struggle for survival. On the other hand, adding to the artist’s versatility,
Johnson can paint the light gaiety of children playing around
a crumbling cabin, unaware of the difficulties that face them
in the future.
His simple, flat, two dimensional designs deal with the
realities of life as he sees it. The beautifully formulated
landscapes, which he fills with compassion and inner grace,
capture the viewer’s imagination. Country settings flow
gently down the face of the painting vividly pinpointing
nature’s color and magnificence.
Brown tinted sea-fairing ships sail in and out of the oil
painting, "Harbor Suolver, Lofoten." It’s harbor activity is
second only to a picturesque high peaked mountain range
rimmed with low lying clouds. Every imaginable color is
used in Johnson’s attempt to duplicate the actual scene.
His compositions also include religious memories of his
youth. His early convictions are reflected in such paintings
as "Climbing Jacob’s Ladder." With accompanying music
posted next to it, the painting portrays the artists feelings on
Christianity. Featuring dark brown figures fighting
desperately to reach Jesus, "Ladder" provides a twisting
ladder in which a person’s soul can travel to reach spiritual
perfection.
The influences of the artist’s travels can be visualized in
his "Vaatedal, Jolster Norway." Smothering indiscriminate
villages within immense terrain, Johnson uses dark blue
colors to represent horizons and cliff side hallows. This scene
transfers the viewer to a land where spring green meadows
and fir trees softly mesh together in quiet solitude.
Suburbia, as captured by photographer Bill Owen, can also
be seen, through Dec. 30, on the first level of the museum.
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By Gary Hiraki
Returning to the Bay Area,
"The Long Goodbye," which
opened here last March,
presents Elliott Gould as
super detective Phillip
Marlowe.

Basically the film is about
His
himself.
Marlowe
characteristics, his mannerisms and style. The
people and places center
around him which create the
drama the film is comparable to Peter Falk’s
Directed by Robert Alt- Columbo, via gumshoe.
man, the film has the simple
The film begins with
private detective plot which Marlowe ensconsed in a Los
mixes satire on the gumshoe Angeles penthouse atfilm generation.
tempting to feed his finicky
cat. After going through a
funny scene trying to trick
his cat into eating a differerR
brand of cat food, a knock at
the door interrupts.

By Mark Whitefield
Listening to The Hot Dogs’ singers, Bill Rennie and
new album, "Say What You Greg Reding, and their
Mean," is sheer punishment. backup group. The music
The title song is a mish- throughout is completely
uninspired.
mash of horrendous sounds
Side two, it must be said in
for which each member of
fairness, is better than Side
the band deserves equal
discredit. Unfortunately, it one. The fairly good String
sets the pace for the rest of and Woodwind ensembles by
the bubble gum rock album. musicians on loan from
Memphis State University
The monotonous lyrics provide some temporary
from such losing tunes as relief. Side two even has a
"Time Is All" and "Another decent song, "Take the Time
Smile" are matched by the to Let Me Know," in which
monotonous voices of the two some elements: lyrics,
4 vocals and instrumentals,
seem to almost fit together.
As a whole, the album is a
collection of disjointed words
and sounds with little
meaning to the performing
artists and none at all to the
suffering listening audience.
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guitarist

Marlowe’s friend, played by
ex -baseball player Jim
Bouton, nonchalantly walks
into the living room with
some knicks and scars on
him and asks Marlowe if he
could drive him to Mexico.
Because they are best
friends’, Marlowe takes him
to Mexico and returns to L.A.
only to learn tbe next day
a
hard
hitting
from
policeman that he’s under
arrest for the murder of the

performs
Sunday

friend.
tries to look for Pallandt’s
Finding they have nothing husband and on top of that
to charge him with, the seeks information about his
police free Marlowe and he
dear departed friend.
sets out to find how his friend
Although the movie relies
was killed.
heavily on characterization,
The movie from here Miss Pallandt adds very
becomes sketchy and uneven little
to the movie except
at times with scenes skip- rnP.ybe her good looks.
ping from one location to Sterl.ng Hayden does a good
another. One scene for job as ine bitchy and unexample is when Marlowe is settled man who throws
called to do a case for Mrs. bottles and tantrums like
Wage, played by Nina Van bean bags.
Pallandt who surfaced
Mark Rydell, known for
during the days of the
romantic forger, Clifford directing such films as ’The
Irving. She wants Marlowe Rievers’ and ’The Fox,’ does
to find her husband, played a cameo role as a head
gangster while Henry Gibson
by Sterling Hayden.
The
scene
instantly has a small role as a doctor
and
administrator of a
ctiges from the living
ro ’
of Mrs. Wade’s to mental institution.
Mexico where Marlowe
Elliott Gould does an
hopes to find out how his excellent job portraying the
friend was killed. The sloppy, cigarette-svoking
uneveness of the movie in detective and creates a style
some respect may reflect of his own that makes his
some of Altman’s work as is part interesting to watch.
the movie Mash.
The film does have a few
The film then delves into funny scenes but it is mostly
some of Marlowe’s antics, as tailor-made for Elliott Gould
in the cat scene, where he
fans.

SANDPRINTS

Poetry

I am the evening tide
and you are the shore.
Each night I rise to cover

you;

The water rushes to my feet
And leaves a foamy mist
In which I breathe my dreamy
thoughts
Once held behind my lips.

To carress and mold you
with my rhythmic currents.
As the night passes in serene
splendor
I reach even further into
your sandy treasure,
Until, at our appointed time,
I withdraw into the obscurity of the ocean vastness.
Leaving you wet and lifeless,
until the morning sun dries
your sparkling silence.

Incessant waves with rolling crests
Are thrust upon the beach;
Their fingers stretch to thirsty grains
That lie beyond their reach.
Some beads of ocean spray are caught
By ’treams of solar light;
These gems reflect a sparkling gleam
%rut tell about their plight.

Dries it, until nothing is left
of our nocturnal meeting,
and the forces of day
complicate your beauty,

The sky above enframes the sea,
A temple claimed by birds;
Its end still yet remains unfound
As I, from legends, heard.

Until I return.
Paul A. Stewart

A stone, a shell do peep at me
Protected ’neath the sand;
They must feel nearly lost as I
In such a boundless land.

**********

Frederic Thrane, SJSU
music faculty member, will
perform a classical guitar
SundayHa. p.m. in
recitcalonScuert
the
The program will include
works by Sanz, Albeniz,
Bach, Mendelssohn, VillaI.obos, Ponce, Torrega,
1.1abet, and Orbon. All of the
pieces were written or
transcribed for classical
guitar.

Frederic Throne

REMEMBRANCE

Often times I find a way
To free my soul of strain;
I walk along a sandy shore,
A smooth, expanding plain.

**

folkways. Ullman, in a role
that could easily turn the
most vivacious actress into a
drudge, combines stubbornness and vulnerability
in a remarkable performance.
Eddie Axberg, as KarlOskar’s impetuous younger
brother Robert, and Monica
Zetterlund, as Ulrike, who is
as flighty as Khristina is
dependable, emerge from
Troell’s tapestry to an even
greater extent: both are
changed more dramatically
in the atmosphere of
America.
The dramatic punch that a
stricter time continuum
would have afforded is
sacrificed to the broader,
more reflective expanse of
"The New Land." Episodes
are self-contained in their
own poignancy or terror. An
and
understanding
beautifully photographed
tribute to courage remains.

Grrreat

Levi’s
Prowl no more.
Here’s the West’s
greatest selection of
Levi’s’ under one root.
In fact that’s all we carry
From Levi’s for Gals’ to
Levi’s Sta-Prest pants.
Purrtect. eh?

1811
W. San Carlos
between Bascom
and Meridian

THE CAR
A quick lunch on the upstairs

deck, or an intimate candlelight evening, the Garrett is
the place to go. Our selection
of fine local wines, hot gourmet
sandwiches, cold beer, cheese
fondues and entertainment Tues.
thru Sat. make the Garrett an
unforgettable experience.

THE GARRET
In the Pruneyard

11:00AM--2:00AM
371-6505
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The creatures in the sea must move
With mother nature’s tide;
I.ike I, who must run equal to
The world’s progressing stride.
The trail of prints
Will live but for a
Another wave will
To draw them out

my feet leave back
while;
run ashore
a mile.

The restlessness within my soul
Is gently blown away;
The wise and mighty ocean breeds
A pleasant, carefree day.
Carla M. Vollmayer

We’ll park
4 your car even
in the rain
daily & monthly rates

4111,
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The Long Goodby,’
a film for Gould fans

Hot Dog album
dull ’mishmash’

Spartan Daily

The film takes on epic
proportions as it encompasses the California
In "The New Land" Gold Rush, the War Between
director Jan Troell gives us a the States, and the Sioux
further look at the hand of Uprising. But it is the lyrical,
hardy Swedes that peopled semi -documentary focus on
his "The Emigrants." Max Karl-Oskar’s burgeoning
von Sydow and Liv Ullmann, family that yields the most
images:
as Karl-Oskar and Khristina, stunning
having survived a grueling Khristina’s delight at the
ocean crossing, settle in mid- family’s new cow and her
19th century Minnesota relief at being able to take
territory, buying land stolen Holy Communion, KarlOskar’s desperate measures
from the native Sioux.
to warm his son in the midst
of a snowstorm.
Von Sydow displays a
staunch bull-headedness that
explains his ability to
overcome both the elements
and the baffling American
By Mark Vining
Special to the Daily

A one-night comedy film
festival is scheduled for
tonight at the S.U.
Ballroom from 7:30 to
10:30.
Sponsored by SJSU Corec, the films will include
such stars as W.C. Fields,
Charlie Chaplin, Flash
Gordon, Little Rascals,
Keystone Cops and the
Marx Brothers.
Admission is free.

Fine Arts

not the ills of society this creator’s whims.
time, but people. People
To enhance the story,
have given up their free will Vonnegut included his own
and are just machines, he illustrations. His drawings
says.
look like a young child’s poor
In order to say this he attempt at art, but yet they
wove an intricate plan for are sophisticated with
Kilgore Trout, a character precise dimensions and
mentioned throughout his exact detail.
In "Breakfast of Chamearlier novels, to meet
Pontiac dealer Dwayne pions" Vonnegut’s style of
Hoover, a new character. art is the same as his style
The purpose of the meeting with words. He is flippant
is to give Hoover, who and silly, and his sentences
throughout the book has been are perhaps two grades
progressing toward insanity, higher than "See Jane run."
the
somehow
the opportunity to suddenly Yet
sophisticated, serious, and in
go berserk.
spots
almost
The meeting also gives some
Vonnegut, who included existential, thoughts he has
himself as a character, the about people and life are
opportunity to talk with his excellently expressed.
There is no mystery why
creations.
He tells Trout that in honor the book is selling fast or
of his Vonnegut’s) 50th why its holding lists at
birthday, he is setting all his libraries are so long. It is
literary characters free; another good book by
Trout is free from his Vonnegut.

ADS

shown tonight

Working for the California Independent newspaper, in 1948,
Owen was given an assignment to shoot a photo study of the
families and social life of three suburban communities.
Humorous prints from frolicing Fourth of July celebrations
to neighborhood Tupperware parties are all part of Owen’s
photographs. The comical back side of a charming group of
beauty pageant contestants can also be seen, as hopeful
starlets vie for social recognition.
Our personal involvement with home entertainment is
another feature Owen focuses on. Christmas gifts nestled
among living room couches, a husband and wife on their
weekend barbecue and a high-stepping housewife leading a
neighborhood Fourth of July parade are all living in his
recreations of suburbia.

People are justmachines
in Vonnegut’s last book
By Shera Mikelson
Special to the Daily
Kurt Vonnegut Jr. creates
misery.
Most of his sort stories and
novels deal with miserable
people who try to become
happy but only make
themselves more miserable.
"Breakfast of Champions," Vonnegut’s latest
novel published a few
months ago, is quite different from his previous
writing. Yet it, too, deals
with miserable people trying
to become happy.
What makes each of
Vonnegut’s stories so different on the surface is that
each one concerns different
reasons for the misery.
In "Player Piano" the
people are unhappy because
do
which
machines,
everything for them, make
them feel useless and bored.
In "God Bless You, Mr.
Rosewater" inherited money
is the cause of everyone’s
problems.
In "Breakfast of Champions" Vonnegut’s target is

’The New Landa lyrical look back

Comedy films

tee(/ AVI
WWI

THE BEATLES:
AWAY WITH WORDS
SETS 9 SAN JOSE PERFORMANCES
THE BEATLES: Away With Words, The world’s largest traveling multi -media show,
comes to San Jose State U’s Morris Daily Auditorium Fri, Sat, & Sun, Nov 30th,
D. lst, & 2nd for 9 shows. Fri, & Sat. Nov 30th, & Dec 1st there will be 3 shows
natty at 8 pm. 10 pm, and a special midnight freak show noth nites. Sun Dec 2nd
three showing also, ad pm matinee S, evening shows at 7 pm & 9 pm. Tickets Sr.
$3.00 in advance S. $3.50 at the door. Aveilable at all ticketron locations. San Jose
State U. Students may purchase special $2.50 discount tickets at the AS, business
office only

277-3175
******************* * *Or* * ***********************
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Volleyball spikes
to 5-1 season

Season opener Friday

A pounding SJSU women’s -A" volleyball team spiked
Chico State Saturday, Nov. 14 in the women’s gym, extending
its record to 5-1 for the season.
Chico’s powerful spikers dominated the first game, edging
the Spartans in a tough 15-10 match.
SJSU came back in the second and third games to beat the
Chico squad 15-5, 15-6.
The win put the Spartan volleyball team in a berth for the
NorCal championships to be held at Hayward State this
Saturday. Competition will last all day.
The Spartan "B" team dropped its second match in a row
to eliminate its chance of playing in the NorCal competition.
The NorCal tournament at Hayward State will see the top
four teams in the league vie for the No. 1 position.
The last event on the roster for the squad is the Regional
Al AW to be held at Cal State Northridge Saturday, Dec. 8.

Spartan netters
have some early season wins
we could be playing really
well when the conference
games begin. We will be
good, it’s just a matter of
time."

By Tim Robb
Beginning what could be
termed a typical "rebuilding
year", the SJSU varsity
basketball team will begin
its 1973-74 season at home
this
weekend
against
Montana and the University
of San Diego.

Two players that might
have given the team added
rebounding strength won’t
be available this season. Don
Orndorff, 6 -foot -6, has
switched to playing baseball,
drawn by his pro prospects
as a southpaw pitcher. Mike
a
6 -foot -10
Stevens,
sophomore will sit out the
season as a redshirt.

Head coach Ivan Guevara
will be starting four players
with no varsity experience.
The lone starter returning
from last year’s squad is
Eric Saulny.
Although Guevara doesn’t
yet know who will be starting
Friday night against Montana, he said that Sauhiy,
Mike Fair, Ron Fair, Gary
Hicks, Ken Mickey, Jack
Gamulin
and
Thalese
Gordon will all see considerable action. Guevara
said he was anxious for the
season to begin.

Student tickets for Friday
and Saturday night’s games
against Montana and San
Diego respectively are
available at the A.S.
Business Office. Prices for
Friday’s game at Spartan
Gym and Saturday’s game
at San Jose Civic Auditorium
are 75 cents for SJSU
students and $1 for other
area students. Tipoff for both
contests is 8 p.m.

"What we need the most is
game experience," Guevara
said. "With so many young
players we need to develop
confidence and pride in our
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Gordon Everett on the still rings

Judokas slaughterAllStars, 80-50
By Paul A. Stewart
It seems that Hawaii
seems to bring out the best in
SJSU teams, as the Spartan
judokas lambasted the
Hawaii All Stars 80-50 in
rolling along on their quest
for a 13th straight national
championship.
Coming off a successful
title defense of their Far
Western Amateur Athletic
Union title last week, the
judo squads’ visit to ’the
Islands’ looked bleak after
the first three matches.
Craig Hanada and Dale

Ikuta both lost, as Steve
Hunt was held to a draw, and
the Spartans fell quickly
behind the All Stars.
Then the judokas broke
loose for four straight wins,
and never looked back at
their Hawaiian hosts.
Greg Taketa Peter Mundo

and Joe Hender all won on
mat holds, as Dave Beirne
threw his opponent.
The tide turned again as
SJSU’s John Baggott and
Mary Kusumoto both lost,
and Cal Kitaura drew.
Hisashi Takiguchi, Dan
Kikuchi and Phil Yoshirnura

Ruggers prepare
for Card tourney
By Bryan Murray

DRIVE-INS

The SJSU rugby season for
1973-74 begins officially this
Saturday, when the SJSU
ruggers go to battle in a tenat
a -side
tournament
Stanford.
The Spartans will be
among 30 to 40 teams from
all over California competing, and Coach Ron
McBeath views the occasion
as a good warm-up.

MON.FRI
Opn 615
SAT.- SUN. Open 5.45
Show Starts at 64S,

EL RANCHO
Rated "R"
"SACRED KNIVES
OF VENGENCE"
"5 FINGERS
OF DEATH"
CHARLEY VARRICK"

BAYSHORE
Rated -PG"
"DAY OF THE JACKAL"
THE GETAWAY"
"THE LIFE & TIMES
OF JUDGE ROY BEAN"

2S8 atm
Rated "PG"
Richard Benjamin
"WESTWOR
-also"SW/LENT GREEN"

TROPICAIRE
No. 2
Rated "PG’
Richard Harris
"DEADLY TRACKERS"
John Wayne
-TRAIN ROBBERS"

with
years
of
three
Australian rugby experience
may also by a starter.
The forward pack big men
include Bob Teames, John
Van Dyke, Rich O’Leary and
towering Tim Grove. Hooker
Tom Tutt is never far from
the ball.
The ruggers will also
welcome several football
stars including defensive
standouts Dave Wasick and
Carl Ekern.
Both players gained some
rugby experience last year.
Freshman footballer Tim
Toews, brother of Pittsburgh
Steeler linebacker Loran
Toews, is reportedly interested in playing.
McBeath looks for a good
season from the ruggers:
"We now have the experience
and
rugby
knowledge to stand on equal
footing with any other team
in the state," he said.
For those interested,
practices are held at Bud
Winter Field 3:30-5 p.m.,
Tuesdays and Thursday.

The rugby program at
SJSU is three years old, with
many seasoned veterans
returning. An added plus is
new player -coach Terry
Buchanan. Buchanan played
for top ranked U.C. Berkeley
for two years and was a
representative on the All.
California team which
toured New Zealand in 1972.
Team prospects
The speedy backline includes veterans Phil Bertetta, Mike Chiurko, Floyd
McGaughy, Steve Zanetell,
Alan Hamane, John Tyler
and Dan Jones.
Newcomer Jay Hummel,

then reeled off three wins for
the Spartans, but the SJSU
forces again did an about
face, as they then recorded
two draws and a loss.

CLASSIFIED
ANNOUNCEMENTS
GUYS AND GALSI Join a college our
BALLET class at Eufrazia School of
Ballet. Basic "technique" for
beginning dancers Small clasSes
individual
attention
Elevsly
Eufrazia Grant, Dir 241 1300
APPLICATIONS FOR AS PROGRIM
now
being
accepted
are
BOARD
Interested students should apply at
the Associated Students Office in ltie
Student Union
MORE GIRLS needed to ball*.
group All Fridays 0 PM Nov 1C30,
Dec 14 Sequoia Growth Center /1118
8075
5100. FIRST PRIZE POND TOURNAMENT It’s easy and it’s fun Ides
Nov. 20 11.00 Reg tee gives you
FREE
games
Register
NOW!
SAGES’ 10th & San Carlos
WILLIAM TURNER, F.B.I. agA11
until 1961 when he was fired for
demanding an investigation into the
bureau, will speak at SJSU on Dec.
6th. Student Union Ballroom. 2P.M
FREE
WEDNESDAY
FLICKS -"Reefer
madness", "Duck Soup" & Sinister
Harvest" Dec 5th Morris Dailey
Au 2 shows 7 30 & 0 pm 50 cents.
rresented by A 5,
WHO IS GURU MAHARAJ Ji? Find
out about Me energy that is keeping
you alive. Discussions nightly at 401 S.
13th St. Call 294 16.511 for Information.
WHAT IS ALPHA PHI OMEGA? It’s a
nationally recOgniZed group of
men
dedicated to friendship, leadership,
and servICe. What kind of service?
Projects like the BEIO pits, 7th St. bike
lot, campus directory maps, patio
chairs on the library roof, Friday
Flicks in MD Aud. and the Turkey Trot
for Thanksgiving
OR caMpus, we
built the Billy JGeleS Railroad at Lake
Vasona, took some children to Santa
Cruz, threw a Halloween party for
others, & painted the Newman Center
Our soft drink sales at the Flicks go
toward the padding of the seats in MD.
The list goes on...re you man enough
for A Phi 0222 Call Us, Tony. Mike, or
Ken 286.2884.
Women’s Libbers Beware! There is a
Home En. Major in your midst.

AUTOMOTIVE

NAVAJO

INDIAN

CUSTOM MADE JEWELRY
During the week of November 27 a
Navajo Indian craftsman from Gallup, New
Mexico will be in the Spartan Bookstore
selling his handmade jewelry. All of the
beautiful jewelry is designed in silver and
turquoise and will be offered at a 20%
Discount off of retail prices.
Don’t forget the week of November 27.

-6044444
((1/1

IAA

-ch. lifM

1.1rtiff,

)i

30 So. Cadre! Campbell
374-4000
No Cover Soo-Wod

champion Robert Nishi.
This ’was the last competition for 1973, as the judo
squad will re-open its
schedule next January.

The Spartan contingent
finished the match in appropriate style by defeating
the All Stars most formitable
qoponent in six time AAU

ELVIS DUCK
ALBERT KING
ALBERT KING
TRUCKIN’
TRUCKIN"
CLOSED
TO BE ANNOUNCED
TO BE ANNOUNCED
TO BE ANNOUNCED

STUDENT CAR INSURANCE
P.:
Student Refused 25 per cent OFF
FOR 30 GPA OR NON SMOKER
948 0223 Days
Eve 241 8873
AUTO INSURANCE
TIRED OF
BEING RIPPED OFF? Call CS1S,
or.g.na tors
of
Student
Auto
Insurance, who have been writing it
in their 9 Calif offices for over 6
years No student refused Call 289
8681 or stop by 404 5 3rd St . second
floor (3rd & San Salvador)
’60 VW BUS, rebuilt eng
doors on
each side of bus Make offer. Phan!
2911 1059 Brian
’67 Sunbeam Alpine, ERG. Wires,
Rack, roll bar Phone 096 1869 ’71
Handle 450 with fairing 996 1669
B RITISH CLASSIC
71 Royal Enfield
750cc All original, low mileage excint
cOnd Asking 5703 but don’t be afraid
to make an offer 226 9580
’65 TOYOTA, engine in great shape
Trans is shot Body 8. tires fair
Bids
at 1300-downhIll from
there 779 2746 ask for Lou

FOR SALE
COSMETICS, photo
VITAMINS
finishing & lots of strange things Al
Bill’s College Pharmacy
Most Insley brands of quality stereo
components available at dearer cost
plus 10 percent Additional discounts
available On guaranteed used
equipment periodic specials below
dealer. cost 2122026 after S
m
WINEMAKING
EQUIPMENT
8.
SUPPLIES Open eves IS weekends
also complete selection of foreign a.
domestic wines & beers BODEGA
OF SPAIN 1040 N ate 195 7438
with
WARM YOUR COCKLERS
Dean Swift fancy Sniffing Snuff
Send name. etc for free samples
Box 2009 San
Dean Swift Ltd
Francisco. CA 94126
opening
Grand
00
sieCtal. complete king site waterbed
with pedestal frame, heater snd
thermostat Reg 5141 now only 5111
Discount prices on other Walerbeps
Downtown Wat~.
Accessories
416W San Cartas, 207 2000

SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER 40c err
pound Any amount Phone 293 2954

PART TiMEINSIDE SALES, College
area
20 to 30 hours per week in
cluding Saturdays. Appearance irn
portant (shirt 8, tie) excellent op.
portunity for Business or Advertising
Major Phone for appointment Ray
Woodf in or Ken Jessup, Kennedy
Business Machines. 286 2610.
HOURS ARRANGEDIII Work in our
office.
Morning,
afternoons
or
evenings. Complete training. No en.
per ience required. Telephone new and
renewal accounts. Salary. 292-3065
Budget Marketing

PISCEAN I CO. has some of the nicest
stores for your complete waterbed
needs FACTORY DIRECT to you.
complete heated king size bed as low
1 131 N 1st
as 5103 Four locations
287 7030 2 1528 W San Carlos 294
1455 3 Cupertino K Mart Cntr 1001
Sunnyvle Rd 996 1413 4
Oakridge Mall on BlOssorn Hill Rd
225 8221
SAVE 5400
2 tear 6010 Tape decks I
never used, other in mint coed
Asking 5450 & 1350. reSp 2269000

sara

"’Impeach The Cox Sacker" Bumper
ea. White House
stickers SI
Cleaning Corp. Box 11 Agnew
Station, Santa Clara, CA 95054.
Return Mail.
B LACKLIGHT POSTERS SI 50.
BLACKLIGNT BULB AND do
TURES COMPLETE 47001 S2395
2 FOOT 518 95 AND 18 INCHES
51198. STROBE LIGHTS SI9 99 GAS
GLO BULBS 5310, PATCHES ’Sc 8.
UP.
LEATHER
GOODS
&
BINOCULARS
INSENSE
25
STICKS 29c PIPES $I 00 & UP.
INDIA BEDSPREADS 55 95 & UP,
T r SHIRTS 5200 EACH, IRON ON
TRANSFER VARIETY 7k EACH
BROOKS. BO E San Fernando 1 Eilk
from SJSU Phone 2920459

SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB Coed
All facilities for students 79 50517 to
109 SO single 207 5 11th Phone 293
7174

YIN YANG WATERBEDS
Special
student discount with purchase of 2 or
more waterbeds. 2331 So 7th St 998
5660. 2265 Stevens Creek Blvd 995
3000. 24 E Carnpbeii Ave . Campbell
378 1040

ROOMS ACROSS
THE CAMPUS.
Boys 468 5 6th 51 & 99 5 9th from
RA shared or 579 put Girls 182 S
10th frorn 565 my
Utilities Pd
Elegant rooms newly decorated.
apply alter a pm or call 295 8514

HOUSING

SAN
FERNANDO
HOUSE Well
located for serious students Maid &
linen set,
Color TV Kitchen,
Parking 09 SO to 89 SO 237 E San
Fernando 293 6345
TOWNHOUSES, 2 Bdrin BIOS mo
New carpel. swimming pool, air
cord
free parking II private
balcony Perfect choir: 51 S 19th
Mgr Apt 3 Call Cliff 295 3962

RN’S AIDES AND ORDERLIES. Full
or part time Best pay in Bev Area
Pick your hrs 2530112
MEN I WOMEN DRIVERS for ice
cream, candy, soft drink route.
Arrange a work schedule corn
Patable with class schedule 30 to SO
per cent comm Tropical ice Cream
Co 330 Race St 2971220

MEN Large, cheerful rooms. wall to
wall carpet IllfnaCe heal & outside
entrance 4005 11th St

NEEDED!
REPRESENTATIVE
Earn 1200 + each semester with
only a few hours work at the
IN
beginning of the semester
MARKETING
TERNATIONAL
SERVICE, 519 Glenrock Ave. Suite
203, Los Angeles, CA 90024
Will train.
MASSEUSE WANTED
top pay Call 732.8670
ARTIST WANTED topaint store name
& some art work Will pay 550 for
short lob 286 3407
Australia,
OVERSEAS JOBS
Europe. S America Africa Students
all professions and occupations 57130
to 1.3000 monthly. ExpenseS paid,
overtime. sightseeing. Free in
formation Write TRANS WORLD
RESEARCH DEPT Al P.O Boo
603, Corte Madera, CA 94975
STUDENTS, earn while you learn
Part time contact work promises
good money and invaluable ex
perience to those who qualify For
interview call 2660698
ION
B USINESS
AOMORI
TRAINEE, 3 to S hrs daily (hrs
flexible) Cheerful, energetic young
man with off Ice experience or
education in Bus Adrn to work in
office of maier meal firm Some
typing 30 40 wpm, record keeping. &
supervisory ability. S2.50 per hour
start 298 4900 Mrs. Gray
LARGE CORPORATION with local
branch office in S J near campus
needs two vOung men or women to
P T
Good telephone voice
work
needed 57 to 54 hr Call Mr Johnson
284 8114 or 9900802

eURN. I UNFURN. APTS. 1 8. I
Bedroom 89W carpet garbage &
Facing
Sth St
water pet 408 S
Duncan Hall 2980934 Call after is
P
LA DONNA APTS 1 bedroom apts
turn 5130 unfurn 5125 w kv new
carpels Outfit, near campus 285 S
4th St Call Ben. 188 83830, John 356
5708
5109 L S119
GARDEN STUDIOS
Four pools
Laundry. off street
Parking 1319 Sunny CI Walk, Bike
Drive or Bus to SJSU 297 1200
MINT
New carpets
GREAT
& paneling Pool. 3 bdrin 5180
1
bdrm 5I55 Students welcome 710 N
73rd Call 275 9598
MODERN APTS,
blk from SJSU
campus under new management 2
bdrrn, studio, turn & unfurn Water &
garbage pd, private balconies & off
street parking For information call.
293 5974 or 275 6669
PROFESSIONALLY CLEANED
MINTS, 2 bedroom 5135 3
bedroom S165 628 S 10th St 295 $14
ONE BDRM. flat nicely furnished.
wall to wall carpet, two blcks from
SJSU Very cheerful and quiet 1005
11th

1 2 DRM. APTS. Quiet. shag
carpetS. Large Prof Illarriatl or
grad students 536 S 8th No 9 295
7594
FEMALE TO SHARE 2 bdrm. turn
Apt Close In SJSU on 11th St. Util
Pd . Laundry lac M. n70. 275 1627

1

ADOPT THIS FRIENDLY carpeted 4
berm, home. Yard, garage. Singles
welcome. Kids, pets OK. Only 5235.
10071 RENTEX srn. fee. Phone 266
6511
NEAR CAMPUS 1 bdrtn. house.
FenCed yd., fire place, stew!, reirig.
Children OK. Singles welcome Only
5115. 1987) sm. fee RENTE X Phone
286.6511
STUDENTSLEEPING
MALE
-STUDY RM., in new horne.Bathfac.,
kit priv. & linens 20 min from
campus SM. 262 2722
QUIET MALE SR. or grad student
only. Pvt room, kit. priv. 150. 643S
6th St.
rnn.
COTTAGE FOR RENT 5115
utilities paid. Phone 292.9719 after 6
pm or on Saturday & Sunday
Couples only.
MAN wishes a
SENSITIVE
friend and companion. A sincere
female Offered FREE RENT in
exchange for kindness. 298 2308
MODERN APTS. 4 blk from SJSU
campus under new management. 2
IkIrrn..1 berm, studio, turn & unfurn
Water &garbage cid, private balconies
& off street parking. For information
call. 793.5974 or 27$ 6669.
NICE ROOM Clean & comfortable
Garage, near bus Share TV, phone.
kitch. & bath 165 rm plus set dep
3943923
LARGE 1 BDRM APT. Furnished,
clean, quiet complex, Ii, blks from
state, built in electric kitchen, laun
dry. parking 556 S. 5th No 20, 295 7513.
MOD, FURN, APT. I bdrrn a blk,
from campus. $140 Wtr. & grb. inc.
Quiet, no pets. Avail. Den 15th. 463 S.
7th Apt No 2. Incl. 499 S. 7th 295.5362 Or
416 9446

STUDENT TYPING 05 cents per Page
close to campus Phone 995 1669
RENT A TV OR STEREO, tree
delivery. free service Call ESche’s
251 2595
ALL KINDS OF TYPING: my home,
narrative & statistical, theses, study
guides. etc Reasonable 266.9721
TYPING,
MY
HOME.
EX
PERIENCED.
REASONABLE.
EDITING, NEAR COLLEGE. 292.
4590
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Master’s
Reports
Dissertations
Marianne Tamberg
137 Escobar
Ave Telephone 3541248 Los Gatos,
PISCEAN A CO. comes thru with
110 speed
bicycle
complete
specialists) parts. sales IL service at
Friendly
student prices. nearby
helpful service We carry PISCean,
Bridgestone,
Regina,
Rem
Mossberg, Magneet 331 N 1st 287
7030
RESEARCH
AND
WRITING
ASSISTANCE Typing. editing. Call
227 3993
TYPING IBM. Near campus 287 4353
BRIDAL FAIR PHOTOGRAPHY
HIGH quality wedding photography
for LOWEST Bay area rates SIM
includes gold & white album 60
coke prints, your choice full set 01
ALL
KEEPS
BRIDE
slides
NEGATIVES Extra full color 3 X
20
Staff of
10’S 51.25 each
Make
an
ffP
photographers
then
pointrnent see our samples
until
10
evening
decide Open every
pm for FREE Bridal Packet Call
257 3161
ASTROLOGY, A complete chart is
Expert
constructed & interpreted
work at a reasonabie price 288 6226
TYPING: Reasonable. expertenced I.
fast IBM Selectric with %V.I.’s,
font for technical typing No edi:ing
Call 263 2739
FAST, ACCURATE,
YPING,
ELECTRIC, CALL 377 5142 AFTER
12 00 pm MARCIA REYNOLDS,
TYPING OF ALL KINDS Fast, an
curate and dependable Mrs Allot
Emmerich 249 3564 Santa Clara
LESSONS,
RIDING
WESTERN
horses provided, for information call
2981293

TRANSPORTATION
LOST & FOUND
REWARD to lady who found my tote
bag and called Colo in Sept. Debbie,
293 9814, 279 E San Fernando.
ANTIQUE AAAAA RING, 15K Rose
Gold band with design. Lost in
women -s
restroom.
1st
floor
business tower Please call 2981351.
REWARD Lost II 14

PERSONALS
ALL THE DUCKS HAVE MOVED TO
SAN JOSE W
CO.

EUROPE ’ISRAEL AFRICA Student
flights all year resold CONTACT
ISCA, 11687 San Vicente Blvd Apt.
No I L A Calif 90049 TEL 12131
826 5669 or 17141 2873010
FLYING SOON? Well !It pays to Be
Your TWA
young wile TWA
Bin
Representative
Campus
Crawford 1225 72621 can help you
make your GETAWAY Fly at leper.
cent off with TWA Youth passport L
Take ye boOt months to pay with a
FREE GETAWAY CREDIT CARD
Call 225 7262 tor information after
$ OD For reservations call 295 MOO
or your local travel agent

SERVICES
PHOTOGRAPHY WEDDINGS 586
FREE color slides
Advertising
Portraits PR 275 0596
EXPERIENCED TYPING
Term Papers, Thesis, etc
dable Mrs Allen 3941313

Electric
Depart

PLIGHTS TO MEXICO-Mazatlan
5249 inclusive 8 days 7 nightS mOd
round trip air fare, hotel on the
beach plus extras Puerto Vallarta.
S259 Inclusive 8 days? nights Inct
round trip air fere, hotel on beach
full day cruise to Yelapa, plus ex
bras Xmas package 12 IS, 1222, 12
27 Cali after Sprn 274 4613, Richard

NEAT 2 SR. APT AEK cats, drps,
water pd Adults 511000 ma Marian
Rose Apt, 1167 So 6th St
LARGE I 8, 2 Bdrrn Apts 5125 & 155
block from State Quiet complex.
W W carpets built in electric kit
chens. pool Married COuPleS Only
Pti 200 0944

Classified Rates
200

220

740

2 50

I lines

200

2 SO

275

290

300

35

5 lines

250

300

325

340

150

35

17 lines

300

350

375

390

400

35

SO

SO

SO

SO

SO

Check a Classification
I.R401eselta
hem*

277-3775
Print Your Ad Hera:
rrh
.

Si SO

dr:.. .4

New
HUGE 1 I 2 IIDRM APTS.
carpets. ’7 block from campus. 439
S. 41h St. Call 996 8619.

CANVASSER SURVEYOR 53. hr. 8.
bonuses. 26 hr a week, transportation
provided for door to door surveying for
air conditioning aPPOintments
Call
Chuck at Howe Air, 287 3480.
MASSEUSES WANTED, work your
onw hours, full or part time, we will
train
Tropical Health Salon, 40919
Fremont Blvd . 657 7262

HELP WANTED

annOVOLInOnls
Automotive
For Sale

BEDROOM IN HOUSE. 5100 rho
kitchen prig , color to. Call Ann 923
5873
1 CORM. 5120 unfurn. New shag
carpets and drapes. Near the
Alameda and Hadding. 1020 Elm.
241 7793.

565 Co $95 PER WK -PART TIME
Unlimited earning potential in
addressing envelopes at home.
Companies pay top money for that
-personal" touch. For further in
formation regarding opportunities
with these companies. send ST to
Phoenix Advertising, PD. Box
11707, Atlanta, Ga 30305

B ARGAINS Old Pottery old ieweirv
plot.
frames books turn appl
clocks clothes tools radios records
trunks etc Thousands of items to
THE LOST FLEA
choose from
thru Sun
MARKET open Wed
FREE park 8. admission 1940 S ist

1 lines

I

15

owl,
,14
SIND 10115 MoNI
SPlit AN Uis y
s ASH 10
ASSiF ItO
SUS )0SE S t E
91114
COLLEGE
CL IF

’
’
PmuNI

41.

IllS
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Lighter days to cc..

News Briefs
Compiled from the Associated Press

Year round Daylight Savings
WASHINGTON - The House of Representatives yesterday
voted to put the nation on Daylight Savings Time year round.
The vote was 311 to 88.
President Nixon has called year-long Daylight Savings
Time one part of his energy saving program. The purpose of
the bill is to reduce Jse of electricity by extending the
daylight hours.

Arab oil depends on peace
WASHINGTON - Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger,
during a meeting with President Nixon and congressional
leaders yesterday, indicated that an end to the Arab embargo
on oil shipments to the U.S. is unlikely until Middle East
peace talks progress.
Sen. J. William Fulbright, D-Ark., chairman of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee, and Senate Republican
Leader Hugh Scott of Pennsylvania, emerged from the
briefing session saying Kissinger was hopeful peace talks
could begin Dec. 18.
However, neither senator suggested the Arabs would
resume oil shipments to the U.S. that soon.

Gas crisis change in car purchases
By Susan Hathaway
With the possibility of gas
rationing, Sunday closure of
gas stations and a maximum
50 m.p.h. speed limit all
looming in the future, many
automobile owners are
understandably shaken. So
shaken they have changed
their car buying habits
A recent survey of some
local automobile retailers
revealed that people who
have been purchasing cars
are favoring autos which sip
gas instead of guzzling it.
Ray Hamlin, a salesman
Anderson
at
Norm

Volkswagen, said they "saw
more people than we’ve seen
in years" the weekend after
President Nixon’s televised
energy speech.
"They were all talking the
same thing," he said gas
economy. Hamlin mentioned
a 20 per cent increase in
sales due to the energy
crisis. He said Norm Anderson Volkswagen was
"taking in tanks" on trade,
because people are getting
rid of their "gas hogs" in
favor of smaller, more
economical cars.
"We’re seeing people we

Offshore drilling to resume
SACRAMENTO - Citing the need for additional oil supplies
and a serious shortage of cheap energy in the short range,
state experts recommended yesterday that California junk
its five-year-old moratorium on offshore oil drilling.
The proposal to end the drilling ban on state leases came
from oil and gas experts in the state lands division in a report
to its parent Lands Commission.
Division experts said the strictly controlled drilling will be
safe although "there is always some small risk of an oil spill
inherent in offshore operations."
The three-man commission is expected to formally lift the
ban and permit restricted drilling under tough new
regulations at a Dec. 11 meeting.
The lifting of the ban would allow the drilling of 50 to 60 new
wells tapping undersea oil reserves estimated at 200 to 300
million barrels.

SJSU students donate
in record blood drive
A record amount of blood
was drawn from the veins of
SJSU students in the fall,
1973 Air Force blood drive
last week.
A total of 619 pints were
collected by the Red Cross
during the drive held in the
S.U. Loma Prieta Room.
That surpasses the 403 pints
gathered during the blood
drive last spring and beats
the previous ROTC blood
drive record of more than 430
pints set during the spring of
1972.
John Bechrnan, co-director
of blood donor recruitment
for the Bay Area Red Cross,
said results of the SJSO
drive were -exceptionally
good" and praised the
ROTC’s role in promoting
the drive.
The number of blood
donors participating was
about equal for each of the
three days the drive was
held, with 194 donors giving
the first day: 216 the second,
and 209 the last day.
The drawing for prizes
awarded on a sweepstakes

basis to donors was held
Tuesday in the S.U.
Ballroom The first prize of a
trip for two to Disneyland
provided by Air California
was awarded to Kaisa
Zachernco, a law enforcement major at SJSU.
Two prizes of flight lessons
by Flight Plans Aviation of
San Jose were awarded to
Pat Emerson, and Kenneth
Hensen. Two gift certificates
for $25 each for purchases in
the Spartan Bookstore were
awarded to Pat Sherman and
Jo Ann Cullom.
Separate prizes were also
awarded to fraternities and
dormitories with the highest
percentage of blood donors.
Markham Hall was awarded
a trophy for having the
highest participation.

John Havens

A hot-selling car these days

By Nancy Baker
Besides
Buffalo, N.Y.
gaining new phrases like
"firestorm" and "Bloody
Saturday," the American
press has gained three advantages in the Watergate
incident according to editor
Bradlee
whose
Ben
Washington Post won a
Pulitzer Prize for its investigations.
Bradlee outlined the three
gains in a panel discussion
about Watergate in Buffalo,
N.Y., last week. Hosted by
the Society of Professional
Journalists, (Sigma Delta
Chi), Bradlee was joined by
John Chancellor, anchorman
for
NBC
Watergate
coverage; William Small, a
vice-president of CBS News;
and Jim Doyle, a former
prosecutor in Archibald
Cox’s now defunct office.

itself," Cortese said. A
measure supporting the
construction of the arena
was passed by 59 per cent
last November.
Cortese said the county
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If a funding source does
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evolve, Cortese said the
burden of cost will fall on the
ticket buyers with tickets
costing about $10. Cortese
claimed the price would be
$4 less if the tax override was
approved.
The original concept of a
17,000 seat structure will not
change in order to attract a
hockey or basketball franMEI 111M
chise.
"We need at least 15,000
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seats for either sport," said
style cuts
Cortese. "Diminishing the
blower styles
size would not affect the
cost."
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Despite having no concrete
plans, County Supervisor
Dom Cortese said he is
confident alternative funding for a San Jose sports
arena will be found.
"I’m really optimistic
about it. So much effort has
been put into the project over
the past five years, I can’t
see the whle thing going to
waste," Cortese said last
week.
Cortese believes San Jose
voters want the sports arena
even though a tax override
measure which would have
funded the arena was voted
down in the special elections
three weeks ago.
"They the voters) were
voting against the method of
financing, not the arena
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"It’s sad," said a
salesman at Camino Datsun.
"We’ve had the big trade-ins
coming in w’th 250 miles on
them." This salesman said
his company "can’t meet the
demand" for small cars and
they have no more new cars
to sell.
The automobile which
seems to be in the most
demand is the tiny Honda.
Besides being easy on gas, it
also meets the 1975 clean air
standards. Perhaps it is due
to these reasons that Hondas
are completely out of stock
with all 17 area Honda
dealers.
Jim Davis, a salesman at
Lowell Pontiac-Honda said
he could sell Hondas endlessly, "if we had them
available." However, according to Davis, the sales of
the larger, more gas -

Post editor saw Watergate
as gain for American press

County leader claims
arena can be funded
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never saw before," said
Hamlin. This statement was
echoed by a salesman at
Stevens Creek Toyota, who
said its business was "really
booming." He added that his
economy -conscious
customers were trading in many
large cars, and were getting
low trade-in prices for them.
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"Watergate has given
some publishers guts. Most
of them have not had any in a
long time," Bradlee began.
The incident has also
reaffirmed to reporters that
government people lie and
always have. The Nixon
manipulation is different
than Kennedy’s or Johnson’s
only in that it is much more
organized and refined,
Bradlee said.
The third asset of
Watergate he outlined is that
it has made investigative
journalism
fashionable
again. The investigative
team of Bob Woodward and
Carl Bernstein (collectively
called "Woodstein" ) not only
uncovered scandals, but also
are receiving financial profit
and even have groupies.
But Doyle challenged
Bradlee’s optimism. As one
of
the
Watergate
prosecutors, he said the
press coverage had been
good, but not deep enough.
He warned the press against
self-congratulation, adding
news organizations have
been too easily distracted by
other so-called big stories.
Doyle urged all media to
do their own investigative
work without relying only on
the Washington Post.
"If Woodstein’s efforts had
fallen apart, as investigative
work often does, there would
probably have been no
further work on Watergate,"
he said.
Doyle especially criticized
broadcast media for lack of
depth and originality. The
contributions of radio and
television have instead been
in bringing the news to a
national level and giving it
the impact of immediacy.
Broadcaster
Chancellor
agreed, saying television has
almost served as an amplification system for the
Washington
Post’s investigations. He said the two
forms of media should be
working together.
Although the newspapers
have been more involved in
the muckraking, however,
the broadcast media has
received more presidential
criticism. Both have been
Adsubjects
the
of
ministration’s attacks.
Currently, the President
has no other scapegoat, said
Chancellor. He said although
individual reporters at the

recent press conference
were a little bloodthirsty, the
press has not been biased in
reporting.
Bradlee agreed, saying a
consistently and persistently
unfair press will eventually
go out of business. Both men
said the President has been
using the media itself to
claim unfair reporting.
Because of this, Chancellor
challenged
the
President’s completely free
access to the airwaves.
"The President often uses
the three networks to talk to
the American people as a
frighteningly effective
weapon," he said. The opposition party cannot make
an immediate and effective
response to a presidential
broadcast.
One of the media’s
problems in proving fairness
was the large number of
anonymous sources used in
the investigative articles.
Bradlee said he personally
doesn’t
like
using
anonymous sources, saying
"it seems kind of tacky."
Since
anonymity
was
required of many sources,
however, he took several
precautions, requiring an
early deadline on Woodstein’s stories and demanding several sources to back
up each article, one story
even had 10 sources).
Finally, Bradlee sharply
questioned Woodstein every
night on almost every major
story, checking each story
against the others.
Sources had to
be
guaranteed strict confidentiality. Bradlee said,
"One source was so confidential, he was nicknamed
Deep Throat. Not even the
editors
or
publisher
Katherine Graham knew
who he was."
The system of conwell
was
fidentiality
demonstrated in Watergate,
Chancellor said. "Watergate
indicates if there’s a grave
wrong, the people will go to
the press about it."
And the things the sources
are saying no longer seem so
outrageous, he added. "The
longer
no
is
mind
boggleable."
With some sources talking
and some still silent, none of
the men would guess what
might happen next. As
Bradlee explained, "The
only thing predictable is that
when you think you’ve gotten
to the worst, something even
uncovered."
is
lower

WANTED
SHELL OIL CO.

BUSINESS MACHINES--170 So. 2nd, St. -286-2610

FAMOUS LAST WORDS:
’1 rm sure I can yet my homework done,
Susi, said she would help me "

Cashiers (Male or Female) to operate
a fully enclosed credit card booth at
a new Shell self-service station.
10 min. from SJSU
2.15 an hour. PT or Full Time
Call Yolanda Parra Between 11-5
Weekdays 295 6423

absorbing Pontiacs has
fallen off 25 per cent.
The small car boom is
generating sales for the
more petite models of
American
cars.
Dick
Williams, a salesman at
Courtesy Chevrolet, said
"The small cars are selling
as fast as we can get them
in." But Williams admitted
sales of large Chevrolets
"are down a bit."
A salesman at Capitol
Ford said eight out of every
10 automobiles sold there are
smaller models. "It’s been
happening for a couple of
weeks," he said, ever since
the fuel crisis jumped to the
nation’s attention. He admitted many customers with
big cars to trade-in were
getting below blue book for
them.
The energy crisis has
made big cars something of
a white
elephant.
A
salesman at Countryman
Oldsmobile-Cadillac admitted the price of a used
large automobile has suddenly dropped $500 to $600.

"They can’t get the right
price," he said.
a
Guaspicci,
Dan
salesman at St. Claire
Motors, a Cadillac dealer,
confessed his sales have
fallen off 90 per cent in the
last few weeks, but he thinks
it’s only a temporary thing.
Gauspicci
Salesman
confided, "It’s not widely
known, but big cars get
almost the same gas mileage
as small cars." But
Gauspicci admitted, "The
gas scare has scared away
some people."
Oldsmobile, Lincoln and
Buick dealers were all extremely taciturn, and all
discounted the energy scare
as only a temporary
situation. However, all
admitted the only sales
which hadn’t decreased were
those of smaller used cars.
Some large car salesmen
have a rather unique attitude
toward the energy crisis. A
salesman
at
Century
Chrysler said his sales of
Chryslers hadn’t decreased

too much, and he attributed
this to the fact that "The
people who drive Imperials
can afford the gas, no matter
how much it costs."
Santa Clara County officials seem to be taking the
gas shortage seriously
orders for 115 intermediatesized cars placed with the
state last year have been
changed to smaller models.
Not only will taxpayers be
saving money on the initial
price of these automobiles
but the lower gasoline
consumption will save
dollars and conserve fuel.
These trends in local
buying reflect a nation-wide
trend. Detroit reported sales
of large cars are dropping
while small car sales have
registered uniform gains
from two to nearly 40 per
cent compared to midNovember of 1972.

Student prexies
oppose fee hike
From page one
I,eonardi believes students
have a particular interest in
the process if part of the
criteria
for
increased
salaries includes how often
an instructor publishes his
work. The quality of
education
the student
receives may go down, he
said.
The date for the meeting,
which may be held here, will
be determined by Joe
Zander, A.S. president at
Dominguez Hills State
University and chairman of
the Collective Bargaining
Committee.
CSUCSPA legislative
advocate Joe Hay discussed
Assembly Bill 23 currently in
the legislative process,
which is jointly carried by
the University of California
the State University and
College systems.
The intent of the bill is to
request funds for summer
work study programs at
California institutions for

I.D. cards
are here
Service I.D. cards are
being distributed today
through Monday in the lobby
of the Student Union.
Today, students with the
last name beginning with A,
B, C, U, V, W, Y, or Z may
pick up their cards.
Tomorrow, letters D, E, F,
and G will be distributed.
Friday and Monday, will for
the rest and those who
haven’t picked theirs up by
then.
Distribution will be from 9
a.m. til 5 p.m.
These service cards will
replce the fee cards received
at registration and will be
the student body card as long
as a student attends SJSU.

higher education. Eighty per
cent of the funding for the
state college system would
be contributed by the federal
government and 20 per cent
by the state through a $1.2
million allocation to the
State Scholarship and Loan
Commisssion from the
general fund.
CSUCSPA gave their
support to the bill and
provided for international
students to be included in the
work study program at the
suggestion of Leonardi.
"Now international
students can’t be included in
clerical
work
study
programs. They can’t work
more than 20 hours a week
and have to take over 12
units," Leonardi said,

Tony Jackson
B.A. ’71, M.A. ’72
An agent of the Penn
Mutual Life Ins. Co.
Wanted to help college
students plan their financial
success through the use of
life insurance and the setting
of realistic goals. Feel free
to call or drop in at:
1665 Willow St.
San Jose, California
95125
267.2700
Res. :275-6799

Ira Penn
Mutual
.
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The 5th Annual All-Campus Games Tourney
The 5th Annual San Jose State University All-Games Tournament will
be held December 8,9, & 15 this year in the Student Union Games Area.
Students may compete in men’s or women’s bowling, billards, table
tennis ( singles & doubles), & chess. They may enter only one event for
an entry fee of $1.50. Winners from this tournament may become
eligible to compete in this year’s Regional Association of College Union
Games Tournament to be held at Long Beach State , February 1517, & perhaps go on to further ACU-I competition. Signups are now
being taken at the Games Area desk until 5:00 p.m. on Wednesday,
December 5.

